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QUESTION: 44
You are setting up gift cards for a multi-company configuration. On the Retail
Parameters form, you select a company in the gift card company field. Which
responsibility is assumed by the company that sells the gift cards and processes related
transactions?

A. liability
B. distributing cards
C. posting
D. posting statements

Answer: C

QUESTION: 45
You configure a loyalty program for a month. Which two actions can you perform?
Each correctanswer presents a complete solution.

A. Use retail price group to enable the feature of loyalty specific pricing and offer.
B. Link channels to loyalty scheme.
C. Use multiple-tier Qualifying criteria over flexible periods to achieve loyalty status.
D. Create activities that can accumulate points or status.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 46
You need to ensure that all returns Over $25.00 forpurchases paid by credit cards are
reviewed andapproved. Whatshould you do?

A. Create a hold code that requires a manager to clear the hold.
B. Configure the credit card approval amount in the call center parameters.
C. Create an order event that requires a manager to review the order.
D. Configure the Pending return hold code in the call center parameters.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 47
You need to dofine the + character as ashortcut for the Add Product Operation ona
register. Which two items should you configure? Each correct answer presents part of
the solution.

A. a hardware profile
B. an operation
C. a keyboard mapping group
D. a functionality profile

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 48
You need to perform an audit to identify out ofbalance payment transactions at a
physical store. Which inquiry should youuse?

A. Retail store transactions
B. Posted statements
C. Retail sales
D. Online store transactions

Answer: B
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